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want to join the biggest and only free
scouter mailing list on the internet? want

to earn karma points? want to share
ideas? want to share e-mails with other

scouter members? then i invite you to join
winkawaks mailing list. i first joined the

scout mails mailing list when i was a
member of my first scouter site (jungle

scout). at that time i couldn't express my
opinions properly and couldn't ask for

help when i wanted to, because i didn't
have any idea how the system works.

new! fullset style with winkawaks theme
for neo geo mvs megadrive, sony

playstation, the jump n' fly original,
amstrad and more. all light style and with

mega 32 bit background. this roms
maybe not fully clean, but it works i made
a new set of rom hacks for the winkawaks
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series called winkawaks 1.62 fullset (the
fullset means it covers the 1.64 version). i

just want to mention that even if the
game is very hard, it shouldn't be that
hard, because i usually say that in the

rom hacks that i do. i didn't work on this
version for very long because i'm

studying, i hope that i'll be able to finish it
soon and be able to continue to develop
new rom hacks for better games (i used
to do the the legend of zelda: ocarina of

time rom hacks). with this hack i'm trying
to upgrade the idg257winkawaks to

version 1.64, so if it breaks something on
the game please check the fixes and try

to replace the hacks or reinstall the
original one. if you have any comments,
problems or suggestions, please let me
know. we have recently made a new set

of the winkawaks fullset that includes 4 of
the new romsht threads. there are 4 new
threads made for the winks. you can't mix

the winks and not get the full 4 colors
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from the one winks. the fullset includes:
1st color (black), 2nd color (red), 3rd
color (blue) and 4th color (green). no

more mixing the four colors with the four
winks from the winks or the eyecontrols,

you have to match the color with the
color from the winks. you will be able to

mix and match the winks and still get the
4 colors! these are the new fullsets we
have! wewill also be offering the new

threads for preorder as we come in stock!
these come in "cherry" format that the

winkawaks fullset does! this will be a final
preorder. once in stock, they will be sold

as colors or a fullset! 5ec8ef588b
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